**FAN-TAN HILTON & CASINO**

BASH HOWARD PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS
THE GORGEOUS LADIES OF WRESTLING
JAN 28 - APRIL 30

- "FAN-TAN" LETTERS – DIMENSIONAL OUT OF 1/4" SINTRA – GLITTERED AND WITH LIGHTS PANNING THROUGH LIKE REFERENCES TO THE RIGHT. OUTLINED IN AMBER NEON
- GREEN FAN – GLITTERED BACKING
- BODY – GREEN GLITTER

**FAN-TAN FACADE**

**PLANS • GRAPHICS**

1,200 sq ft
WELCOME
STRIPPERS CONVENTION
GOLDEN G-STRING AWARDS
JANUARY 28TH

FAN-TAN FAÇADE
LOCATION • GRAPHICS
IMPERIAL
BUFFET

BREAKFAST
7 A.M. - 11 A.M.
$2.49

LUNCH
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
$3.29

DINNER
4 P.M. - 11 P.M.
$4.69
INT. PENTHOUSE

STAGE • PLAN
GEORGE CARLIN
IN
CONCERT
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 871-0954
TWO SHOWS NIGHTLY 8 & 10:30 PM
A SALUTE TO THE 50'S & 60'S
HUNDREDS OF LOOSEST SLOTS IN TOWN
GARDEN ROOM BREAKFAST LUNCH & DINNER
SPECIALS
DOZENS OF THE LOOSEST VIDEO "JACKS OR BETTER"
THE IMPERIALS & CORNELL GUNTER
'COASTERS SHOWTIMES 8 & 11 PM
COPA ROOM
DON HOLLIN & COUNTRY FEVER / LIMELITERS
O.C. SMITH TINTIMIYU AND
$4.95 PRIME RIB SPECIAL 24 HRS
$I,000 + $2,000 ODDS
NEW SNACK BAR NOW OPEN / CHAMPAGNE SUN BRUNCH 10 AM TO 2 PM
WINNERS CIRCLE LOUNGE NEVER A COVER OR MINIMUM
STARRING UP TO 98% RETURN ON $I SLOTS
DOUBLE ODDS ON CRAPS
ROOMS AVAILABLE IF NOT WE'LL FIND ONE FOR YOU
RUSS GARY PRESENTS
RAFLEKS BARK HARRY STUART / KOY TOMMY DEERING
PLUS LORRAINE RIO and
HOME OF TV'S VEGAS
IMPERIAL 400
INT HOTEL HALLWAY

SCALE: 3/32" = 1'-0"

STAGE 2

*please note this drawing is a schematic: all measurements should be verified